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MOTORWAY RULES
Remember to select only one answer unless indicated otherwise.
1.

Which of these IS NOT allowed to travel in the right hand lane of a three lane
motorway?
A
A motorcycle and side car
B
A vehicle towing a trailer
C
A motorcycle
D
A small delivery van

2.

What colour are the reflective studs between a motorway and its slip road?
A
Green
B
Red
C
Amber
D
White

3.

When may you stop on a motorway? (MARK THREE ANSWERS)
A
If red lights show above every lane
B
When you are tired and need a rest
C
When you are told to by the police
D
If you have to read a map
E
In an emergency or a breakdown
F
If your mobile phone rings

4.

You are on a three lane motorway. There are red reflective studs on your left and
white ones on your right. Where are you?
A
In the left hand lane
B
On the hard shoulder
C
In the middle lane
D
In the right-hand lane

5.

What is the national speed limit for cars and motorcycles in the centre lane of a three
lane motorway?
A
40 mph
B
50 mph
C
60 mph
D
70 mph
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6.

On a motorway the amber reflective studs can be found between
A
Each pair of lanes
B
The central reservation and the carriageway
C
The hard shoulder and the carriageway
D
The acceleration lane and the carriageway

7.

On motorways you should never overtake on the left UNLESS
A
You warn drivers behind by signalling left
B
The traffic in the right-hand lane is signalling right
C
You can see well ahead that the hard shoulder is clear
D
There is a queue of traffic to your right that is moving more slowly

8.

You are going at 70 mph on a three lane motorway. There is no traffic ahead of you.
Which lane should you use.
A
Left lane
B
Any lane
C
Middle lane
D
Right lane

9.

You are travelling on a motorway. You decide you need a rest. You should
(MARK TWO ANSWERS)
A
Go to a service area
B
Leave at the next exit
C
Stop on the hard shoulder
D
Park on the slip road
E
Park on the central reservation

10.

You are intending to leave the motorway at the next exit. Before you reach the exit,
you should normally position
A
in the left hand lane
B
in the middle lane
C
on the hard shoulder
D
in any lane
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11.

The left-hand lane on a three-lane motorway is for use by
A
slow vehicles only
B
large vehicles only
C
emergency vehicles only
D
any vehicle

12.

You are driving on a motorway. By mistake you go past the exit you wanted to take.
You should
A
Make a U-turn at the next gap in the central reservation
B
carefully reverse on the hard shoulder
C
carry on to the next exit
D
carefully reverse in the left-hand lane

13.

You are travelling along the left lane of a three lane motorway. Traffic is joining from
a slip road. You should
A
Move to another lane
B
Switch on your hazard flashers
C
Maintain a steady speed
D
Race the other vehicles

14.

After a breakdown you need to rejoin the main carriageway of a motorway from the
hard shoulder. You should
A
Gain speed on the hard shoulder before moving out onto the carriageway
B
Wait on the hard shoulder until someone flashes their headlights at you
C
Move out onto the carriageway using you hazard flashers
D
Move out onto the carriageway then build up your speed

15.

You are driving on a motorway. You have to slow down quickly due to a hazard. You
should
A
Flash your headlights
B
Switch on your hazard lights
C
Sound your horn
D
Switch on your lights
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16.

You get a puncture on the motorway. You manage to get your vehicle onto the hard
shoulder. You should
A
Only change the wheel if you have a passenger
B
Try to wave down another vehicle for help
C
Use the emergency telephone and call for assistance
D
Change the wheel yourself immediately

17.

You are on a motorway. What colour are the reflective studs on the left of the
carriageway
A
Amber
B
Green
C
White
D
Red

18.

A basic rule when on motorways is
A
Overtake on the side that is the clearest
B
Keep to the left lane unless overtaking
C
Use the lane that has the least traffic
D
Try to keep above 50 mph to prevent congestion

19.

Which FOUR of these must NOT use motorways
A
Motorcycles over 50cc
B
Double decker buses
C
Learner car drivers
D
Farm tractors
E
Learner motorcyclists
F
Cyclists

20.

A crawler lane on a motorway is found
A
On a steep gradient
B
Along the hard shoulder
C
Before a junction
D
Before a service area
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